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INTRODUCTION

Conductor #2 was detected on lines 45 and 46 of an air 

borne electromagnetic survey. This conductor lies in the south 

portion of Adair Township. A base line striking north 70O West, 

2000* in length, was cut together with 6 cross lines at right 

angles thereto at 400 ' intervals ranging in length from 1000 'to 

1500'. These lines were covered in total by magnetometer and electro 

magnetic surveys, the latter encompassing both reconnaissance and
i

detail phases. Tv/o lines only were covered by gravimeter traverses.*-
K

Plate 8L on scale of l"* 3640' shows the grid location in 

respect of the local topographic features.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A single conductor has been detected by the present survey 

on all lines covered. It strikes approximately north 500 West and 

is still open both to the north-west and south-east off the present 

grid, although apparently diminishing in strength at both ends. It -



is of at most moderate electrical amplitude, giving rise to tilt 

angel curves of up to 39O peak to peak amplitude. The indicated 

electrical depth is steeply to the south-west.

Plate 8M shows the magnetometer survey results in profile 

form with a profile scale of l"* 400 gammas and a horizontal scale 

of l"** 200'. The northeastern portion of the grid has a magnetic 

level which is approximately 250 gammas higher than that of the 

southwestern portion of the grid, suggesting the presents of a basic 

intrusive body in the former area. The conductor lies essentially 

in the lower magnetic portion of the area, approximately 100' to 

200' southwest of its contact with the presumed intrusive body. With 

the exception of the possible 100 gammas local relief on line 4 East 

there appears to be no direct magnetic correlation on the conductor.

Plate 8G shows the results of the gravity traverses which
*.

were executed on lines 8 East and 12 East. These results are shown 

in profile form with a profile scale of l"* l milligal and a hori 

zontal scale of l"s 200'. The gravity results are extremely regular 

and less than .05 milligals relief can be seen anywhere in the near 

vacinity of the conductor intersections on these lines.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that conductor 2 is likely due to a shear 

zone containing graphite and/or at most minor amounts of sulphide



mineralization primarily in the form of pyrite.

No recommendations can be made for drilling investigation 

of this conductor as it is not likely to be of economic interest.

Respectfully Submitted,

Toronto, Ontario, 

July 2, 1965.

Harold O. Seigel, PhrD.,P.Eng
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INTRODUCTION

A two line airborne electromagnetic indication was covered 

by ground geophysical investigation in the Adair Block, Ontario (Sigma 

Project Block #1). A base line, 2,000' long was cut, oriented N55 OW, and 

six cross lines, at 400' intervals, each 2,000' in length, were set out at 

right angles thereto.

All cross lines were covered by electromagnetic (SE-200 

reconnaissance and fixed transmitter) and magnetometer (MF-1) surveys 

with stations at 100' intervals. In areas of special interest intermediate 

stations were also read.

Two cross lines were covered by gravimeter (CG-2) and 

level traverses.

Plate 6L, on the scale of l" * 2,640', shows the grid location 

in respect of the local topographic features.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Plate 6E, on the scale of l" s 200', shows the results of the
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electromagnetic surveys. For the reconnaissance survey, both mean tilt 

angles and null widths are shown. The detail (fixed transmitter) results 

are shown in profile form only.

True conductive effects are observed to originate from a 

zone striking ESE across the grid from line 12W to line 4E and this zone 

is still open to the east. The strongest .electrical section (53 O peak-to-peak) 

is on line 8W and the next strongest (33 O peak-to-peak) is on line 0. The 

conductor dip appears to be almost vertical.

A zone of disturbed electromagnetic field parallels this 

conductor, about 300' to its south, but only reversed or "magnetic" type 

tilts are to be seen, rather than conductive type tilts. Two detail fixed 

transmitters failed to confirm the presence of a conductive axis here.

Plate 6M shows the magnetic effects, in profile form, on 

the scale of l" = l, 000 gammas. Strong magnetic relief is to be noted, 

ranging up to plus 55,000 gammas and down to minus 11,000 gammas, in 

a belt paralleling the conductor and coinciding with the "magnetic type" tilt 

angle pattern referred to above. This is obviously a band of iron formation. 

The indicated depth of cover over this iron formation varies from less than 

15' on line 12W to as much as 130' on line 4E. Part of the decrease in 

electromagnetic response at the east end of the grid may, therefore, be 

due to an increase in the depth of cover.

On the conducting zone itself, there appears to be direct

magnetic correlation on at least lines O and 8W. The magnetic relief is strongest 

on the first mentioned line, being about l, 700 gammas above the local back-
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ground level. The depth of cover here (200 "N on line 0) is of the order 

of 55'.

Plate 6G shows the results of the two gravity traverses, in 

profile form. Lines O and 8W were covered. There is little gravity relief 

in the vicinity of the conductor on line 8W, but on line O there is a 0. 6 

milligals (positive) ridge on or near the-conductor location. The writer is 

inclined to question the validity of this "ridge" as a positive feature, and 

believes that it is possibly due to two flanking gravity depressions which 

may be caused by local bedrock troughs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A moderate-to-strong conductor has been revealed which is at least 

l, 600' in length and has not been completely closed off to the east.

2. This conductor has definite magnetic correlation on two lines and

therefore one is reasonably assured of the presence of some sulphide 

mineralization within it.

3. There is 0. 6 milligals positive gravity relief on this conductor on one 

of these two magnetic sections, although this correlation is somewhat 

suspect.

4. It is recommended that this conductor should be investigated by the 

following drill hole:

Collar on line O at 50' (grid) north of the base line. Drill 

N180E (true) for 350' at 50 O dip.

This hole is shown on plate 6E.
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Resp

Toronto, Ontario. 
June 7th, 1965.

Harold O. Seigel, Ph. D., \P. Eng.
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REPORT ON QEOLOQT

SIGMA PROJECT

Block-1, Adair Twp., Ontario* 

Q. E. Moody June 1965,

030

INTRODUCTION;
Following an airborne survey four claims, 

L.g#356-39, 60 k 61 were staked in Adair Township and 
recorded on January 22nd, 1965, The group lies about 
2.5 miles south of Camp 23, on the road to Eades.

The group covers a fairly strong N.W. strik 
ing E-M anomaly with a flanking magnetic anomaly lying
about 400 feet to the S.W.

Following a ground geophysical follow-up it
was decided to investigate the E-M anomaly by drilling. 
At the same time, taking advantage of the grid lines cut 
for the ground geophysical work to map the group geologic 
ally. For better interpretation of the geology this latter 
survey was extended west beyond the group.

GEOLOGY:
Regional:

The claim group lies near the north side of 
what S.B. Lumbers in his report (No.14) for the Ontario 
Department of Mines entitled - "Geology of the South 
Patten River Area" - calls the "Adair volcanic Rocks". 
This belt of predominately volcanic rocks extends for a 
number of miles to the northwest and southeast. It is 
often referred to as the "Normetal Belt" as the mine of 
that name occurs in it, about 15 miles to the southeast.

In the eastern part of Adair and Hepburn 
townships and in the adjoining township of Perron in 
Quebec, a large granite stock intrudes and splits the belt 
into a northern and southern part. Where the volcanics 
coalesce again they have a width of around 3s miles. 
Lying to the north of the belt in Perron and Adair township 
lies the Mistawak granite batholith, while to the south 
and overlying the volcanics is a wide belt of Temiskaming- 
type sediments called by S.B. Lumbers the "Scapa Meta 
sediments".
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LOCAL;
The claim group is largely covered by sand 

and gravel with swamp in the low lying areas* Outcrops 
are largely &S the southern part of Claim L-^#35#, the 
middle of L-##36l and on line beyond the claims to the 
northwest.

From mapping the outcrops and from logging 
the drill hole put down to investigate the E-M anomaly, 
the grid area is seen to underlain by:-

Acid tuffs with narrow interbeds of rhyolite 
and dacite, intruded by dykes of diorite and granodiorite.

Following to the south is a belt of sediments, 
mainly greywacke with some chert and banded I,F. The belt 
does not appear to be over 400 feet wide. The magnetic 
high lies in an overburdened area not far south of minor 
outcrops of I.F. and appears to be due to that formation. 
The sediments appear to face south, which conforms to the 
dip of the "Adair Volcanic Rocks".

South of the sediments pillowed and in places 
amphibolitized andesite occurs. The pillows face south.

The E-M anomaly occurs over sheared, altered 
tuffs, in places brecciated and drag folded and with minor 
graphite. The tuffs here are mineralized with pyrite, 
pyrrhotite with minor magnetite. Some narrow sections are 
well mineralized.

Respectfully submitted.

G. E, Moody,/Eng.(Quebec)

Noranda, Quebec 
June 12, 1965.

N.B. Appendixed are the technical details of the geological 
survey.



TECHNICAL DETAILS:

Introduction:
While the geological survey took in all of 

claims L-gg35# to L-##3ol and some ground to the west of 
claim L-8&361 the time given refer/only to the grid area* 
The grid had previously been used for the ground geophysical 
survey and is credited to that project. Where the grid did 
not reach into the corners of claims L-##35# and L-8#36l, 
traverses were made off bush roads or,in one instance, a 
picket line was cut.

Geological Survey, drafting and preparation of report*

G. E. Moody, P.Eng - 179 Frontenac Ave., - June l,2,3.4i
7,8,11 a 12.

Total: B x 7 - 56 eight hour man days.

Noranda, Quebec. 
June 12, 1965.

G. E. Moody, Eng.
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